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T  Test point

Jeffrey is reading some notices about art workshops. Read them carefully. Choose 
the best answers for Questions 1–5. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes. Then complete 
Question 6. (12 marks @ 2 marks)

Art workshops in the first semester
(October to December)

Make a Chinese Opera Mask

Participants will learn about the different 

kinds of Chinese opera masks. They can 

design and colour their own ones.

Date: 9 & 16 October (Wed)

Time: 3:30 p.m.–4:30 p.m.

Venue: Art Room 2

Teacher: Mr Thomas Lee

For P1–P3 students

Remark: Tools and materials (except scissors) 

will be provided.
  

Draw Lovely Food Sketches

Participants can choose the food they like, 

outline it step by step, and add eyes, a nose 

and a mouth to make it vivid.

Date: 25 October–15 November (every Fri)

Time: 3:15 p.m.–4:45 p.m.

Venue: Classroom 104

Teacher: Miss Lydia Ho

For P2–P4 students

Remark: Bring your own sketchbook and 

coloured pencils.

Create a Clay Character

Participants will select from a list of cartoon 

characters and learn some techniques to 

make one with clay.

Date: 4–18 November (every Mon)

Time: 3 p.m.–5 p.m.

Venue: Art Room 1

Teacher: Miss Yvonne Fong

For P3–P6 students

Remark: All tools and materials will be 

provided.   

Chinese Brush Painting

Participants will learn how to use brushes 

and ink to finish a simple Chinese brush 

painting.

Date:  20 November–11 December (every Thu)

Time: 3 p.m.–4:30 p.m.

Venue: Student Activity Room

Teacher: Mr Ron Tsang

For P4–P6 students

Remark: All tools and materials will be 

provided.

All workshops are free of charge. Students who are interested in joining the 
workshops should get an enrolment form from your class teacher and return the 
completed form to the collection box outside the staffroom. Enrolment closes on 
20 September! 

Vocabulary  station
outline (v.): to draw the outer edge or the shape of something

vivid (adj.): producing very clear pictures in your mind

technique (n.): a particular way or skill of doing something
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1 In ‘Draw Lovely Food Sketches’, what does ‘it’ refer to? 
 A the food

 B the mouth

 C the nose

 D the step 

2 Where can Jeffrey find Miss Lydia Ho at 4 p.m. on 25 October?
 A Art Room 1

 B Art Room 2

 C Classroom 104
 D Student Activity Room 

3 Jeffrey’s brother is in Primary 4. He has violin classes on Friday after school and he will not be free in December. Which art workshop can he join?
 A Chinese Brush Painting
 B Create a Clay Character 
 C Draw Lovely Food Sketches
 D Make a Chinese Opera Mask 

4 Each session of Chinese Brush Painting lasts .
 A 45 minutes

 B 75 minutes

 C 90 minutes

 D 105 minutes 

5 Which of the following is TRUE? 
 A Students are required to pay a fee for the art workshops.
 B Students must fill in an enrolment form to join an art workshop.
 C Students need to bring their own tools to all art workshops.
 D The enrolment starts on 20 September. 

6 Jeffrey is writing a message to his cousin Kate. Read the notices and help him complete the message. Use only ONE word for each blank. Make sure your answers are grammatically correct.

 

Hi Kate. Our (i)  is going to organize several art 
workshops. I want to join one of them to learn how to make 
my favourite cartoon character with (ii) !

 Identify 
some keywords 
from different 
parts of the 
text.

 Make inferences and eliminate 
the options one by one.
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L   Learning point:  
explains major HKAT skills
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the HKAT official papers

Challenging questions: 
strengthen students’ problem-solving 
and higher-order thinking skills

Tip boxes: 
provide reminders and  
guiding questions to aid students’ thinking

explain the writing 
tasks step by step

Challenging questions and tip boxes Writing videos in QR codes

MarksDate 
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1 The second paragraph mainly talks about . 

 A what Helping Africa aims to do

 B where Helping Africa is set up

 C why children in Africa suffer

 D why more clinics and hospitals are built in Africa 

2 Which of the following is TRUE about Arjana?

 A She has enough clean water to drink.

 B She has two younger brothers.

 C She is one of the volunteers of Helping Africa.

 D Her father died three years ago. 

3 In paragraph 3, the word ‘they’ refers to . 

 A Arjana and her mother

 B Arjana and her two brothers

 C children in Africa

 D Helping Africa 

4 Which of the following symptoms did Arjana NOT develop when she went to the 

clinic?

 A dizziness   C headache

 B fever   D stomach ache 

5 What is the best title for this leaflet? 

 A ‘Give a helping hand’

 B ‘Looking for volunteers’

 C ‘The life of an African girl’

 D ‘Things to do in Africa’ 

6 Patrick is writing a diary entry. Read the leaflet and help him complete the 

diary entry. Use only ONE word for each blank. Make sure your answers are 

grammatically correct.

 Read the beginning and 
the ending of the text. What 
is the purpose of this leaflet?

Today, I read a leaflet about the story of Arjana. She fell (i)  

after she drank some water from a river. Luckily, she got well after she received 

some medical treatment from Helping Africa. I want to support the charity’s 

work. I will (ii)  some of my pocket money to it.
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L  Learning point

A mind map helps us brainstorm and organize ideas before we start 

writing. We usually use short phrases but not complete sentences in 

a mind map. Below is an example of a mind map based on the picture 

next to it:

at a 
funfair

shot the 
balls

Where 
it was

What 
it did

A story 
about 

Bunny Ben’s 
day

How 
it felt

joyful

This mind map shows you a story about Bunny Ben’s day. It shot the 

balls at a funfair. It felt joyful.

P  Practice point

Look at Pictures (a) to (d) on p. 36 and read the words under them carefully. Then 
complete the mind map below.

P5_AE_W1

(a)

 
We use 
dialogues 
in a story.

‘

’

flew  

 

and played 

 

had a 

 

some children

(c)

(d): What did you say and do?

My day in 

the country 

park

left a lot of 

 

and did not 

 

(b)
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L  Learning point

Sometimes, we may not hear the exact words from the questions or the options 

in the recording. We should listen for the keywords to find out the answers.

Before listening, we should underline the key information such as names, 

numbers, places, time and objects.

(e.g.) Your favourite drink:

 Coffee  Coke  Hot chocolate

3  Juice  Tea

While listening, pay attention to the related words.

Lily: These drinks all sound nice, but I like juice most because it’s healthy.

The keywords ‘I like juice most’ tells us that Lily’s favourite drink is juice.

P  Practice point

Sam is asking his schoolmate some questions about mental health. Listen 
carefully and complete the questionnaire for Sam. You have 20 seconds 
to study the questionnaire. You may start now.  

Oxford Primary School

Questionnaire on students’ mental health

*Put a ‘✓’ in the appropriate  .

How often do you feel unhappy?

   Never   Seldom   Often (1)

   Usually   Always

What causes you to be unhappy most of the time?

   Family   Friends (2)

   School exams   Tutorial lessons

How do you make yourself feel better?

   Do exercise   Listen to music (3)

   Stay alone   Talk to others

 Underline 
the key 
information 
each question 
asks. Then pay 
attention to the 
related words.

P6_AE_L4.1

Listening  4 Listening for keywords
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Locating specific information in texts

L  Learning point

When we sequence events, items and pictures, we put them in the correct order. 

Keywords such as first, then, next, before, after and finally in the text help us 

work out the answers.

(e.g.) First, get two slices of bread, a jar of jam and a knife ready. Then, 

spread the jam on one slice of bread. Next, put the other slice of bread 

on top. Finally, cut the sandwich in half.

   Arrange the cooking steps in the correct order.

 A  B  C  D 

    

 C
	

A  D  B

The keywords first, then, next and finally in the above passage show the steps 

of making a jam sandwich.

P  Practice point

Read the texts carefully and answer Questions 1–4. Write A, B, C or D in the boxes.

Today, I’m going to teach you how to cook salmon spaghetti with lemon juice. 

First, boil the spaghetti for eight minutes and put it in a bowl. Next, heat some 

oil in a frying pan and place the salmon in it. After you add some onions, salt 

and pepper, pan-fry the salmon for three minutes. After that, use a spoon to 

break up the salmon into small pieces. Then, put the spaghetti into the pan 

before you add some lemon juice. Finally, stir gently and cook for another two 

minutes. The dish is now ready to serve.

1 Arrange the cooking steps in the correct order.

 A Add lemon juice.

 B Add some onions, salt and pepper to the pan.

 C Pan-fry the salmon for a few minutes.

 D Put the spaghetti into the pan.

	   

Reading 5 Sequencing events, items and pictures
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L  Learning point
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(e.g.) Your favourite drink:
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Sam is asking his schoolmate some questions about mental health. Listen 
carefully and complete the questionnaire for Sam. You have 20 seconds 
to study the questionnaire. You may start now.  
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*Put a ‘✓’ in the appropriate  .
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What causes you to be unhappy most of the time?
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Part 3 
(12 marks @ 2 marks)David is helping his grandmother complete an interest class registration form. Listen carefully and complete the registration form for David. You have 30 seconds to study the form. You may start now. 

Happy Elderly Centre
Interest class registration form

Put a ‘✓’ in the appropriate  .  *You can ‘✓’ more than one  .

Name: 
last name

   
first name

  (11)

Age:   
(12)

Are you a member of Happy Elderly Centre? 
 Yes (Membership no.: 

 )  No (13)

Interest class*   
Fee for each class: $25 

Chinese 
calligraphy

Monday

 10 a.m.  11 a.m.  2 p.m. 

Knitting
Friday

 9 a.m.  12 noon  3 p.m.
 

(14)

Why do you want to join our class(es)? 

  (15)

#Total fee after discount: $    (16)

#Members can enjoy a 10% discount on all interest classes.

P6_MP_L4.3

Marks

11

12

13

14

15

16
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(32 marks)

Part 1 
(10 marks @ 2 marks)

Write your answers (A, B, C or D) in the  below.

David is listening to a talk. Listen carefully and choose the best answers for Questions 

1–5. You have 30 seconds to study the questions. You may start now.

1 What is Peggy’s talk about? 

A advice on doing exercise 

B an exercise which she likes

C an exercise which students love

D the importance of doing exercise every day

2 Which of the following is TRUE about walking?  

A It can be done anywhere. 

B It is best to walk in the morning or in the afternoon.

C It is not suitable for busy people.

D It is the best exercise for the elderly.

3 Which of the following is NOT a reason why walking is good for health? 

A It helps control weight. 

B It improves sleep.

C Your heart and lungs become stronger.

D Your knees and ankles become stronger. 

4 How does walking help Peggy?  

A It helps her stay fit. 

B It helps her think creatively. 

C It helps relieve headaches.

D It makes her feel less tired.

5 Where does Peggy NOT go for a walk?  

A B C D

 

Section A   Listening

P6_MP_L4.1
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(30 marks)

36 You are David. Your mum bought you a new toy today. Based on the pictures below, write  a diary entry about what happened. Write at least 80 words.
(a)

(b)

jigsaw puzzle
work on/several hours

(c)
(d)

?
(What happened next?)

last piece/missing

Section C   Writing

End of Test
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Part 2 
(12 marks)

David is reading a text about bubble tea. Read it carefully. Choose the best answers for Questions 

23–27 and complete Question 28.

 ?

Bubble tea is made of tea, milk, sugar and ingredients known as ‘pearls’. In Hong 

Kong, we can find bubble tea shops almost everywhere. However, how much do 

you know about the drink?

How popular is bubble tea? Bubble tea was invented in Taiwan in the 1980s and 

it quickly became the favourite drink of the locals. Around ten years later, it was 

introduced to Hong Kong. The drink became a real hit in the city. Up until now, 

you can still see long queues in front of the bubble tea shops. As the beverage 

becomes more popular, people start to create bubble tea with different flavours 

and more toppings. Bubble tea arrived in Japan in the early 2000s, but it has 

become popular there only recently. The Japanese people even come up with 

creative recipes such as bubble tea rice and bubble tea ramen (Japanese noodles).

Although bubble tea is delicious, it can be unhealthy. Bubble tea is often high in 

sugar. If we drink it too frequently, we may become overweight easily. Bubble 

tea shops usually add flavourings to the drink to give it a stronger taste. Some ‘fruit 

bubble tea’ looks colourful, but it usually contains no fresh fruit juice. Rather, this 

is a result of adding food colouring into the drink. Therefore, bubble tea is not 

really a healthy drink.

The bubble tea trend is likely to continue for some time in Hong Kong, but we 

should always remember not to drink too much bubble tea. Next time, think twice 

when you order a cup of bubble tea at the beverage shops. You may request for  

a lower sugar level in the drink or choose a smaller size. However, to keep 

ourselves healthy, we should drink bubble tea only occasionally.
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23 Which of the following is NOT an ingredient of bubble tea? 

A milk

B salt

C sugar

D tea

24 In paragraph 2, ‘a real hit’ means . 

A a thing which brings harm

B a thing which does not sound attractive

C a thing which is cheap

D a thing which is very popular

25 Bubble tea has become popular in Japan . 

A in the 1980s

B in the early 2000s

C once it arrived in Japan

D not long ago

26 Why does some bubble tea look colourful? 

A A lot of flavourings are added.

B Food colouring is added.

C Fresh fruit juice is added.

D It has colourful toppings.

27 Which of the following is the best title for the text?

A ‘Bubble tea shops in Hong Kong’

B ‘Facts about bubble tea’

C ‘Stop drinking bubble tea’

D ‘Why is bubble tea so popular?’

28 David is writing a text message to his friend Judy. Read the text on p. 4 and help him 
complete the text message. Use only ONE word for each blank. Make sure your answers are 
grammatically correct.

Hi Judy. I’ve read a text about bubble tea. Bubble tea is tasty, but it can be unhealthy. If we

often drink it, we may (i)  weight easily. I’ll follow the writer’s advice. When we 

go to a bubble tea shop next time, I won’t order a (ii)  cup of bubble tea.
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Revision notes on HKAT exam skills Advanced exercises for enhancement 

• Carefully modelled on the latest 
official papers

• Arranged in increasing difficulty

 Writing skill
Writing a good ending

To write a good ending, we should:
1 pay attention to the pictorial cues in and the words below Picture (c).
2 think of a logical ending (it should follow the events of Picture (c)).
3 make the ending interesting and creative.
Look at the example below. It shows how we can write a good ending based on Picture (c):

(c) 
Dad looks hungry 
and annoyed. What 
will he do next?

There are only two 
cups of water on 
the dining table. 
The food has not 
come yet.

The words under 
the picture show 
that you and Dad 
have waited for a 
long time.

wait/long time

Sample ending: 

Finally, Dad grew impatient, so he asked the waiter to serve the food quickly. After another 20 minutes, the food came. We were already as hungry as lions. Even worse, the food was cold! We were very disappointed with this restaurant.

11

10
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 Reading skill 2
Answering cloze questions

When we answer a cloze question, we should:

1 underline the keywords (usually the words before or 
after the blanks) in the cloze passage.

2 look for the keywords in the text.

3 find out the answer before or after the keywords in 
the text.

Sometimes, the answers may not be the exact words you 
find from the text. We have to change the word forms or 
think of the correct words by ourselves.

(e.g.) Visit The Writers’ Museum today!

Opening hours: Tue–Sun, 9 a.m.–6 p.m.
Entrance fee: Free!
Learn about the stories of some famous writers here.

Ruth is writing a note to Rex. Read the above poster and help 
her complete the note.

Rex, do you want to go to a (i) museum

with me? We can learn about some famous writers there.

When are you free? This museum is closed every

(ii) Monday , so we shouldn’t go there on that day.

The keywords ‘go to’ in the cloze passage have a similar 
meaning to the word ‘Visit’ in the poster. We know Ruth 
invites Rex to visit a museum with her, so ‘museum’ is the 
answer to (i). From the poster, we know the museum is 
open from Tuesday to Sunday. That means it is closed 
every Monday, so ‘Monday’ is the answer to (ii).
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John’s uncle is in a travel agent company. He is 

signing up for a tour. Listen carefully and complete 

the sign-up sheet for the staff member. You have 

30 seconds to study the form. You may start now.

Jolly Travelling Company
5-day tour sign-up sheet

*Put a ‘✓’ in the appropriate  .

Customer information

Name: Jeff Pang

Phone no.: 5553 0572

Membership no.: 11702

Name of the tour*

 Bangkok Food Tour  New York City Tour (1)

 Seoul Cultural Tour  Tokyo City Tour

Dates of the tour*

 25–29/5   1–5/6 (2)

 9–13/6   20–24/6

Total price#

HKD  
#Members can enjoy a 5% discount on all tours.  (3)

Payment method

 Cash  Cheque ✓  Credit card

P6_Skill
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Read the text carefully and answer Question 1. Write A, B or C in 
the boxes.

(i)
Hong Kong offers a variety of cuisine, from Asian to Western. 
You should also try the local specialities, such as the egg tarts.

(ii)

The scenic view of the countryside in Hong Kong is fantastic. 
Birdwatchers will love the Mai Po Nature Reserve, while hikers 
can enjoy the beautiful landscape along the hiking trails.

(iii)

Wander around the streets to discover some heritage sites. You 
will be amazed at the historical churches, temples and buildings. 

1 Match the following headings with paragraphs (i) to (iii).

 A Cultural walk  C Stay with nature

 B Food paradise

(i) (ii) (iii)

Read the text carefully and answer Question 2. Write A or B in 
the boxes.

Comedy of Mistakes is full of funny moments. It is a book which 
will make you laugh. In Levi and Olivia, a prince fell in love with 
a princess, but their parents want to stop them. The couple plans 
to run away.

2 Based on the description of the books, choose the most 
suitable book for Lisa and Ivy.

 

(i)  Lisa wants to read a book  
that will make her happy.

(ii) Ivy loves reading romance.

A Comedy of Mistakes
B Levi and Olivia

(i) (ii)
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Part 3 (12 marks @ 2 marks)

David is helping his grandmother complete an interest class registration form. Listen 
carefully and complete the registration form for David. You have 30 seconds to study 
the form. You may start now. 

Happy Elderly Centre
Interest class registration form

Put a ‘✓’ in the appropriate  .  *You can ‘✓’ more than one  .

Name: 
last name

   
first name

  (11)

Age:   (12)

Are you a member of Happy Elderly Centre? 

 Yes (Membership no.:  )  No (13)

Interest class*   
Fee for each class: $25 

Chinese 
calligraphy

Monday

 10 a.m.  11 a.m.  2 p.m. 

Knitting
Friday

 9 a.m.  12 noon  3 p.m.
 

(14)

Why do you want to join our class(es)? 

  (15)

#Total fee after discount: $    (16)

#Members can enjoy a 10% discount on all interest classes.
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